
ALWAYS HERE. ALWAYS SAFE. ALWAYS ORIGINAL.

Innovators of Fun.
®



Sure, we hold patents, professional licenses but we are still just big 
kids brimming with imagination to create something we cannot wait 
to ride. 
 
We use our youthful imagination to our advantage. Since 1994 we 
have designed, engineered, manufactured, and installed over 1,500 
waterpark attractions and 3,000 waterslides, globally. 
 
We are the largest US-based waterslide manufacturer because we 
build the safest waterslides and attractions without abandoning the 
thrill that drives us. 
 
Yet, unlike other companies, our vast portfolio does not inhibit us. 
Our team is always available the first time you reach out.

Looking around 
our office, I see a 
lot of big kids.

Alex 
Weidman  

President

So, tell us your dream, and together we’ll make something they’ve 
never seen before!
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More Color Options
With 188 different colors, you’re sure to find a scheme that fits with your current theme 
and stands out from other parks.

Splashworx® Design Software
Nothing on the market met our picky demands, so we developed our own proprietary design 
software, Splashworx®. Now, design tweaks and changes take seconds, not hours. That’s 
more time for amazing designs, versatility, and collaboration.

Ride Path Analysis
Finite ride path analysis predicts what was once unpredictable by examining riders’ 
weights and eliminating guesswork for the smoothest, fastest ride possible.

Splashtacular’s 
Advantage

Innovative Canopy Designs
Our canopies disassemble effortlessly due to our state-of-the-art ratchet system, 
allowing park owners to winterize in no time!

Proprietary Powder Galvanized System
Using a proprietary process, we powder coat all carbon steel providing a lustrous and 
durable coated finish.

Proprietary 
    StairTread
Proprietary SmartTread™ Stair Tread keeps stair surfaces dry via T-grating style step with 
sealed lower cavity. Risers have 1” relief and each tread riser nests into the adjoining 
one for perfect alignment. A non-skid tread surface grips wet feet. IBC compliant with 
sloped and closed risers.
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Large or small, indoor 
or outdoor, open or 
enclosed, our waterslides 
are engineered to fit your 
environment and budget. 
Choose from multiple 
configurations and 
virtually any color to make 
your dream a reality!

Waterslides

Arlington, Virginia
Long Bridge Park & Aquatic & Fitness Center
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Lindon, Utah
Lindon Aquatic Center
32” Enclosed Body Slides
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Berlin, Maryland
Frontier Town

42” O
pen Body Slides
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32” Speed Slides
Felton, Delaware

Killens Pond Water Park
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Newport Beach, California 
Private Residence 32” D

rop Slide
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Spring Hill, Kansas
Spring Hill Aquatic Center
Fam

ily Slides
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Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Rapids Recreation Complex 21” Kiddie  Slides 

Runaway Bay, St. Ann, Jamaica
Jewel Paradise Cove
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D
ual Racer Kiddie Slides

Crystal Springs Family Waterpark
East Brunswick, NJ
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Splash Bow
ls

Salina, Kansas
Kenwood Cove Aquatic Park
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54” Enclosed Raft Slides
Greenwood, Indiana

Freedom Springs Water Park
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54” O
pen Raft Slides

Runaway Bay, Jamaica
Jewel Paradise Cove
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84” O
pen Raft Slides

Salina, Kansas
Kenwood Cove Aquatic Park
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Typical  Lengths 30’ - 300’ [9 m x 91 m]
Average Slopes 9° -12°
Water Requirements 300-500 GPM [1135-1892 LPM]

32” Enclosed Body Slides

Typical Lengths 30’ - 300’ [9 m x 91 m]
Average Slopes 8°
Water Requirements 800-1000 GPM [3082-3785 LPM]

42” Open Body Slides

Typical Lengths 75’ - 200’ [23 m x 61 m]
Average Slopes 11° - 40°
Water Requirements 300-500 GPM [1135-1892 LPM]

32” Speed Slides

Typical Lengths 20’ - 200’ [6 m x 61 m]
Average Slopes 9° - 40°
Water Requirements 300-500 GPM [1135-1892 LPM]

32” Drop Slide

Typical Lengths 15’ - 40’ [5 m x 12 m]
Average Slopes 25°
Water Requirements 300-500 GPM [1135-1892 LPM]

Family Slides

Typical Lengths 10’ - 30’ [3 m x 9 m]
Average Slopes 12°
Water Requirements 10-20 GPM [38-76 LPM]

21” Kiddie  Slides

Typical Lengths 10’ - 30’ [3 m x 9 m]
Average Slopes 12°
Water Requirements 10-20 GPM [38-76 LPM]

Dual Racer Kiddie Slides

Splash Bowls

Typical Lengths 200’ - 450’ [61 m x 137 m]
Average Slopes 6°
Water Requirements 1200-1800 GPM [4542-6819 LPM]

54” Enclosed or Open Raft Slides

84” Open Raft Slides
Typical Lengths 200’ - 450’ [61 m x 137 m]
Average Slopes 6°
Water Requirements 1800-2400 GPM [6819-9092 LPM]

W
aterslides O

verview

Water Requirements 125 GPM [473.75 LPM]
Diameter 25’



Signature
Attractions
Our Signature Attractions 
will satisfy every 
adrenaline seeker while 
remaining 100% safe.  
 
We use a finite ride path 
analysis to predict the 
once unpredictable, 
creating the smoothest, 
fastest ride possible.

Hawaiian Falls
Roanoke, Texas
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Blountsville, Alabama
Spring Valley Beach 360Rush®



360Rush®

Patents 
US Patent No.  8, 579, 715, B12 

CAN Patent No. 2, 739, 507

Big DropExciting RideDual Riders

Tower Height: 58’

Footprint: 80’ x 80’

No pool required

Ride Capacity: 240 riders per hour

Two riders at a time for generous 
throughput

Two DrenalineDropTM Launch Capsules

Give park goers the ride of a lifetime.
From the towering launch platform, riders gaze down 58 
feet to see two 32-inch tubes enter opposite sides of an 
enormous bowl. After entering separate launch modules, 
adrenaline surges as riders await the countdown for 
simultaneous release. Launching down near-vertical 
entry tubes, riders accelerate up to 40 mph. The ride 
comes to a gradual stop in the shallow pool located in 
the middle of the bowl. Riders then simply stand up and 
head toward the spiral stairway to exit the ride.

Blountsville, Alabama
Spring Valley Beach
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360Rush® O
verview

Signature Attractions



360 
Rush 
XT

Patents 
US Patent No. D629861 

EU Design Certificate No. 4009126

Tower Height: 61’

Big DropExciting RideDual Riders

360Rush® Reimagined
A reimagined compact version of our original, legendary 360Rush®, the XT version uses 
tandem DrenalineDrop® launch capsules to accelerate riders down five stories at a 
speed of nearly 40 mph before hurling them into the world’s largest body bowl. 

What sets 360Rush® apart from other body rides is the ability to have two people  
riding simultaneously. This doubles the throughput and promotes friendly  
competition between riders trying to catch each other as they revolve multiple times 
around the bowl before coming to a stop in the beach entry exit. Spectators watch and 
snap photos from the ride's observation deck, perfect for bragging on social media. 

Footprint: 55’ x 73’

No pool required

Two riders at a time for generous 
throughput

Two DrenalineDropTM launch capsules
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360Rush XT O
verview

Signature Attractions



Patents 
US Patent No. 8, 579, 715, B2
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D
ouble Bow

lsEye®
Hawaiian Falls

Roanoke, Texas



Double 
BowlsEye®

Big DropExciting RideMulti-Rider

Once riders are properly seated, 
they are simultaneously propelled 
in opposite directions and  
disappear into darkness. Within  
seconds, daylight appears as they 
enter the massive bowl before  
realizing they are not alone, but are 
instead being chased by the riders 
in the other raft! Each respective raft 
then terminates through a porthole 
into a finish lane only to challenge 
the competition to a rematch.

Double BowlsEye water slide is an interactive slide experience 
that touches all senses. 

From the towering 60-foot tall launch 
platform, riders gaze into two 54-inch 
enclosed slides entering opposite 
sides of an enormous bowl.
The group of 4 riders is separated 
into (2) two-person rafts, which are 
positioned back to back on custom 
controlled launch platforms.

Tower Height: 59’ 6”

Footprint: 85’ x 105’

No pool required

Four riders at a time (2 per entry)  
for generous throughput

Ride capacity: 480 riders per hour

Patents 
US Patent No.  8, 579, 715, B12 

CAN Patent No. 2, 739, 507

Hawaiian Falls
Roanoke, Texas
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D
ouble Bow

lsEye® O
verview

Signature Attractions



Big DropExciting RideMulti-Rider

The Double BowlsEye DT scores 
maximum fun!
With all the exhilaration of the original Double BowlsEye, 
the XT version sports an economical, unique two-tower 
design crowning this standalone raft ride. 

A pair of conveyor launching entries propel two pairs 
of riders in sync down a winding raft flume before they 
burst into the world’s first dual exit raft bowl. All four 
riders chase each other around the bowl, revolving 
multiple times before exiting through one of two runouts. 
Which one? Nobody knows, which is part of the fun. Not 
to mention the banter between riders.

Double  
BowlsEye DT

Tower Height: 54’

Footprint: 90’ x 149’

No pool required

Four riders at a time for 
generous throughput

Required rafts are hand 
carried

Patents 
US Patent No. D629861 

EU Design Certificate No. 4009126  
CAN Design Certificate No. 130251
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D
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lsEye D
T O
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Signature Attractions
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D
ow

nUnder™
Agawam, Massachusetts

Six Flags New England



DownUnder™

Prepare for launch!

DownUnder™ is an unprecedented  
attraction with individual DrenalineDrop™ 
launch modules arranged around the 
perimeter of the platform. 

Riders watch each other while  
anticipating their turn. Hearts race… who 
will drop first? When the launch button 
is hit, the floor drops out beneath each 
of the riders, launching them down  
near-vertical enclosed body slides. 
The slides twist and turn for over 255 
feet, each taking a different path to the  
bottom. DownUnder’s unique  
configuration can accomodate any 
number of slides, creating maximum 
throughput and maximum fun.

Tower Height: 64’

Footprint: 88’ x 120’

No pool required

Unique configuration 

can accomodate 

any number of slides

Ride capacity: 360  

riders per hour

Big DropExciting RideMulti-Rider

Agawam, Massachusetts
Six Flags New England
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D
ow

nUnder™
 O

verview
Signature Attractions



DrenalineDrop™
This high-thrill capsule drop water slide is sure to satisfy  
adrenaline-seeking park guests.
Using a unique design with a curved back riding surface, there is no harsh transition 
for an extremely smooth and ergonomic ride. 

Big DropExciting RideMulti-Rider

The DrenalineDrop™ also allows for multiple capsules to be linked together for a thrilling 
multi-user experience with the choice of three different types of rides. Imagine everyone 
dropping at the same time, or sequentially one-at-a-time, or the crowd favorite; Roulette, 
where it’s a gamble on who gets to go first. The DrenalineDrop features a unique sound-
system to deliver movie-theater quality sound, enhancing the thrilling experience.

Agawam, Massachusetts
Six Flags New England
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Signature Attractions
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Slipstream
®

Garden City, Kansas
Garden Rapids at the Big Pool 



Just grab the side rails and glide down 
on your heels. It’s like the sensation 
of waterskiing, but without all the 
exertion. Riders control their speed 
using the running start entrance and 
exit via a beach entry. Slipstream® is 
a huge hit with older teens who’ve 
outgrown the kiddie rides and 
adults who want a fun, new way to 
enjoy the water park without getting 
drenched. This stand up waterslide 
is the perfect solution for catering to  
a wider age range of guests. 

Why should kids get all the 
fun?

Exciting RideSingle Rider

Slipstream® is the first waterslide you ride while 
standing in North America!

Slope: 7.2°

Ultra-low water flow (120 gpm)

No pool required

Minimal infrastructure required
55

Slipstream
® O

verview
Signature Attractions
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Flytym
e®

Garden City, Kansas
Garden Rapids at the Big Pool 



Flytyme®
Big DropExciting RideSingle Rider

Garden City, Kansas

Multiple Lanes

Curved slide launches  

straight into air 

4’, 5’, & 6’ ramp heights

Perfect for thrill-seekers

59

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Weightlessness
Get ready to Fly with FlyTyme, an innovative, heart-pumping ride 
experience that launches you into the untethered freedom of flight. As 
you climb the stairs, the anticipation begins to build while you play the 
spectator, watching others take-off. Closer and closer you get to the top 
until you’re sitting at the start of the slide. Your feet are dangling in front of 
you as you peer over to the competitor on the slide next to you. Adrenaline 
is flowing. Bragging rights are on the line. 3, 2, 1, and you’re off, speeding 
down the slide only to be propelled into the thin air.  This adventurous 
ride experience has a path for thrill-seekers of any level, with every 
precaution taken to ensure you’re as safe as can be. So, who’s ready to fly? 

Flytym
e® O

verveiw
Signature Attractions
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Traxx®
St. Genevieve, Missouri

River Rapids Waterpark
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Traxx®
Rendering of City Lake Park in  

High Point, North Carolina
To be completed  Summer 2023



Traxx®
Exciting RideMulti-Rider

Head first matt racer

Multiple Lanes

No pool required

Low water requirement  

Configure lanes in multiples of 2

Can be curved or straight 65

Traxx® O
verview

Racing is more thrilling when it’s neck and neck
Traxx® is an indoor or outdoor multi-lane racing slide available in pairs of two lanes that take 
waterslide racing to a competitive level like never before. Whether you choose a mat racer or body 
slide, your guests “get ready, set, go” with a synchronized Christmas tree start system. All ages 
race in real-time against one another, always within eye and earshot of the other racer(s). When 
it’s interactivity guests want and the versatility of a mat racer slide or conventional body slide you 
need, Traxx® delivers. 

Signature Attractions

St. Genevieve, Missouri
River Rapids Waterpark

Four Lane Curved Traxx®



Special 
Effects
Bring the immersive 
magic of our special 
effects to your waterpark.  

From translucent 
waterslide sections and 
bands to timing systems 
and custom sound 
effects and lighting 
packages, our special 
effects create a multi-
sensory experience to 
delight guests of all 
ages. 

Hobbs, New Mexico
CORE Center of Recreational Excellence
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Kearney, Nebraska
69

LED
 H

oop Lights
Kearney, Nebraska

Crowne Plaza
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Translucent Bands
Organic Bands



Custom 
Towers
Uniquely designed and 
crafted to deliver a 
memorable experience 
that’s uncompromised.

Montego Bay, Jamaica
Sunscape Splash Montego Bay
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Kearney, Nebraska
75

C
ustom

 Tow
ers

Hyannis, Massachusetts
Cape Codder Resort
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C
ustom

 Tow
ers

Glendale, Arizona
Foothills Recreation & Aquatic Center

Dunes West, South Carolina
Dunes West Swim Club
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C
ustom

 Tow
ers

Negril, Jamaica
Beaches Resort



Keep It 
Series
Compelled by  
innovation,  we created 
our Keep It Series.

Separate or combined, 
the Keep It Series 
exemplifies our 
commitment to 
manufacture the highest 
quality waterslides, play 
units, and waterpark 
attractions worldwide.

San Diego, California
Town & Country Resort
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Pigeon Forge, Tennessee

Pigeon Forge, Tennessee
Country Cascades - Pigeon Forge
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Keep It Series Keep It C
rafty™

KEEP IT CRAFTY™ is the guiding principle behind our 
hands-on process.  From the application of the first 
layer of gel coat to removing the mold and applying 
the finishing touches – our experts are hands-on at 
every step along the way. 

The Keep It Crafty™ Process 

Molds are meticulously cleaned, waxed and 
taped to eliminate any imperfections from 
previous projects.

The first layer of gel coat is hand sprayed into 
the mold. 

Fiberglass is roped onto the mold by experts. 
KEEP IT COZY™ is an optional layer of insulation 
added to provide temperature regulation and 
utility-cost savings to park owners. 

Additional fiberglass layers are applied to 
achieve the perfect thickness.

Our experts use hand rollers to remove air 
bubbles and push the fiberglass into all the 
tight corners.

After an overnight curing process, our flume 
pieces are sanded, fastening holes are 
created and a final application of gel coat is 
applied.

Finally, our KEEP IT SHINY™ protective, high-
gloss coating is applied to keep waterslides 
looking new for years to come.

Quality 
Craftsmanship



Russell, Kansas

Russell, Kansas
Russell Aquatic Center
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Keep It Series
Keep It Shiny™

We’re the only company in North America, and 
perhaps the world, to include an industrial strength, 
protective finish standard on all waterslide exteriors. 
It’s called KEEP IT SHINY™. With it, rides will look as 
glossy and colorful for years as the day they were 
installed. Without it, it’s only a matter of time before 
UV rays and winter weather take a toll on their luster. 
The more pigmented and vivid the ride’s color, 
especially red, blue and purple, the worse the fading. 

A Shining  
Standard

With KEEP IT SHINY™

3 Years without  
KEEP IT SHINY™

Helps retain original lustrous shine

Protects against damaging UV Rays

Defends from harsh winter elements

Rinse away dust, dirt, and grime easily

Dramatically prolongs the original gloss and 
color

Resistant to chalky calcium buildup, common 
on indoor slides

Standard on every project



Branson, Missouri

Kearney, Nebraska
Crowne Plaza
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Keep It Series
Keep It Sm

art™

In 1979, an FRP Platform was erected off the coast of 
California, instead of traditional steel. 

After over 40 years of daily exposure to tumults 
of the Pacific Ocean and worker’s foot traffic,  the 
platform retained 82% of its flexural modulus and 
80% of its maximum load. Report #CHA0160, Strongwell, February 2020. 
 
Using the same molecular components, our FRP 
towers are the perfect alternative to steel.

A Smart  
Alternative

• Lightweight FRP weighs ~25% less than     
steel, making it easier to install and hoist  
without a crane in new construction or 
retrofitting

In Hard-To-Access Waterslide Areas:

• Non-metallic material with low thermal 
and electrical conductivity takes rust and 
rot out of  the equation

• Resistant to a broad range of the effects 
of chemicals including swimming pool 
chlorine (pH 7 to <8)

Where Elements Are Concerned:

When Budget Is Tight:
• Low maintenance

• ~40% less expensive than using cast-in-
place concrete

Quality Without Compromise:
• Paintable with UV inhibitors included

• High strength-to-weight ratio 

• Impact-resistant

• Dimensionally stable

Why you should Keep It Smart™:



Branson, Missouri

Branson, Missouri
Grand Country Resort
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Keep It Series
Keep It C

ozy™

Comfort In  
Any Climate

KEEP IT COZY™ insulation  
layer added during  
fabrication

Additional fiberglass
reinforcing and gel coat layer

KEEP IT SHINY™ industrial  
strength protective finish

High Quality Standard  
Fiberglass Waterslide

A far more attractive and economical solution 
to traditional spray-on foam or pads

7 times the R value of traditional fiberglass

Helps retain water and air temperature

Saves money on utility costs

Doesn’t degrade or erode over time

KEEP IT COZY™ is our latest advancement against 
winter’s icy blasts! A unique insulation layer 
integrated into the core of our fiberglass waterslides 
provides a more comfortable ride for guests and 
savings on utilities for waterpark owners. Embedded 
insulation has many advantages over post-applied 
exterior insulation solutions, such as reduced weight 
and installation costs.



Edgeley, North Dakota
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Keep It Series
Keep It N

ew
™

Maintain The 
Brilliance
Our Keep It New™ program is an investment in 
prolonging your slides and features’ lifespan, as 
well as your guests’ continued safety. Under our 
Keep It New™ program we perform your required 
maintenance! Simply chose one-time, annually, bi-
annually or a long-term contract.

Anyone can enroll, regardless of your attractions’ 
original manufacturers.

Standard Services Include:

Waxing and buffing slide interior surfaces

Cleaning slide exterior surfaces

Repairing minor scratches, chips and  
blemishes

Caulking slide joints

Visually inspecting slide and slide tower

Reporting concerns and potential problems

Additional Services Available:

Recoating

Replacement and Repair

Decking and Steel Replacement

Canopy Installation

Evaluations

Specialized Training

Before

Edgeley, North Dakota
Edgeley Swimming Pool



Always here.
Always safe.
Always original.

Splashtacular || Innovators Of Fun

www.splashtacular.com

Toll free  +1 800- 844-5334
UK  +44 01403-334375
AUS  +61 427-775-520
CHN  +86 14714910540

Home Office: 401 N. East, Paola, KS 66071
UK Office: Suite 17, The Courtyard 30 Worthing Road, Horsham West Sussex, RH12 1SL
AUS Office: ABN 81 100 186 917 62 Thuringowa Drive Kirwan Qld 4817 (Townsville)

California 
Contractors License 
No. 1056997

Download a mobile ready
.pdf to your device here!




